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Abstract

© Serials Publications. The topic is of relevance, as it has not yet become the object of dynamic analysis neither in Russian nor in foreign papers. Some aspects of the research are only being introduced into scientific discourse. The authors of the article attempt to look at the Indian system of education in a new way. The basic approach is conceptual and scientific interpretation of peculiarity of studying the topic for specific and historical, theoretical and practical analysis of the problems set here. The main results of the research are connected with broadening the understanding of the phenomenon of conventional, as well as innovative aspects of Indian education. The materials of the article allow to substantiate facts of history of education in India from ancient times, and may be helpful in understanding its current mainstreams and prospective future trends. The authors of the article attempt to prove the need for constant enrichment of the topic with new worldview evaluations and conclusions.
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Hi I see the positive effects of modern culture on Indian Education. Whatever bad the Britishers did to India cannot be overseen but it is also a fact that they kind of revolutionized the education system and made it 'western'. They opened doors f...Â When we say modern culture we mean western culture which has shades of religion, language, history, food habits, dressing sense, way of expression, behavior and above all technology for masses. Language has national identity which we have lost as far as education is concerned. But as we have progressed considerably ahead in English as a medium of education so any U-turn will be disastrous, as we have almost as many major languages as the number of states hence Hindi as Continue Reading. Loadingã€; Indian education are still following the old tradition of education and did not altered even a little after self-reliance. However foreign education modifications goes on just like innovation and assisting students to find out how simply one can invest period of time in creating newest innovation. Indians think to get admissions in bigger organization like IIMâ€™s and IITâ€™s you need to score heavy grades. However in foreign, practical knowledge and skills are needed to get admissions and they do not provide the top priority to marks and grades. For any system to be good, the prerequisites are goo